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Does a child's knowledoe of basic physical properties 'grow

and chance with development? Piaaet suocests children's I'nowledoe

development is analogous to scientific theory development.

characterized by distinct Qualitative chances (Piaaet and

Inhelder. 1948/1974). A recent study reoresentinc this view

concerns children's Lnowledoe of density. Followino Piaoet and

Inhelder. Smith. Carey. and Wiser. (1985). araued that density

becomes a functionino conceot for the child only after

(14) differentiation from its closely linked concepts size and

(N? weight.

(4) In a series of experiments. Smith et al asked children to
rai

iudoe which of a pair of objects was made of a "heavier stuff".

CZ)
Critical oairs contained a small. relatively lightweight object

99 made of dense material. and a laroe. relatively heavy object made

113144
of less dense material. Yount children's errors showed systematic

intrusion of weicht into the density judoments. For e:tample. four
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year-olds typically iudoed heavier obiects to be made of "heavier

stuff". while in fact. these were made of a less dense material.

In contrast. eioht year-olds judoed objects that were liohter

but made of a denser material to be made of "heavier stuff".

indicatino that they had seoarated weioht from density.

However. Smith et a]. may have underestimated children s

Lnowledoe of density. In their study. the critical oai rs directly

oitted weioht aoainst density. Since accurate estimates of

density reouire accountino for both an obiect's volume and its

weioht. children's failures could have been due to difficulty in

makino these estimates. (and consequent over-reliance on weioht).

rather than difficulties with the concept of density itself.

These oroblems may persist into adulthood. but do not necessarily

comoromise a basic understandino of the prooertv of density.

Usino a somewhat different method. we explored the

possibility that children mioht demonstrate their knowledoe 0+

density in wdoments of whether objects will sink or float in

water. Historically. our earliest formalized knowledne of density

appears throuoh Archimedes' discovery of water displacement as a

function o density. Each substance has a soecific density which

determines whether it will sink or float: substances that are

denser than water sink. while those that are less dense than water

float. Accurate oredictions of an object's floatabilitv cannot

rely on weioht alone: weioht for volume. or the density of a
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substance must be considered and compared to the density of the

floatino medium. The fact that even vouno children have e)'censive

experience floatina obiects in water makes plausible that they

miaht reveal their lnowledoe of density through such a procedure.

In our first pxperiment. eiohteen children were shown .7.

series of B obiects placed one at a time in watr r. and were later

as[.ed to 3udoe whether these same objects would in or float.

Eiaht subjects were 3 year olds (between 36 and 42 months of ape),

and ten were 4 1/2 to 5 years old (between 56 and 65 months).

Children were (liven a pre-test to verify that they could use the

words sink and float correctly.

The e object set was designed to completely cross 3 factors:

sinkabilitv of material (dense: metal and clay: not dense :

plastic and wood). size/weioht (small and liaht: large and

heavy) , and object type (ball: spoon). See Figure 1. Children

could make iudaments based on any of these : reoular properties.

After seeing each object placed in water. each child ludaed for

each object. one at a time. whether it would float or sinl. After

each ludament, the object was aaain placed in water. aivina the

child feedback about her/his response. The set of eight obiects

was judaed twice, for a total of 16 responses per subject.

Following their participation in the study. each child was ased

why they thouaht obiects sink or float in water.
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Number of correct Predictions showed that 5 Year-olds

performed almost perfectly and better than 3 year-olds (mean 1.2

errors for 5 year-olds: 2.4 errors for 3 year-olds: F = 6.93. p

.05. d.f. = 15). Eiaht 5 year-olds and three 7. year-olds

performed non-randomly, judaina at least 12 out of 16 trials

correctly (o .05. binomial test).

Further. performance improved reliably durino the second set

of trials (mean difference 0.8 errors for 5 vr-olds: 0.75 errors

for 3 vr-olds: comparison across trials F = 8.79. p .01. d.f. =

16). suoaestina that both the 3 and 5 year-olds learned somethina

about which objects sink and float durina the first trial set.

Of course. some of the hiah level of performance could be due

to the testing procedure : since children actually saw each object

placed into water prior to test trials, they could have simply

memorized which ones floated and which sank. However, memory

effects cannot el;:plain error patterns.

The children's errors were not lin1.ed to object type. size.

or absolute weioht. See Fiaure 2. However. there were some

indications that substance miaht have been a factor: more errors

were made on wood than metal obJects (t = 1.56. p ( .07. d.f. =

14). with particularly larae number of errors on the heaviest

wooden object.
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One particularly intriauina possibility is that the larae

number of errors on this object was due to the child taina into

account the oblect's weiaht for its substance. In fact. Judaments

based on e',00arent substance alone are inadeauate: ebony woad is a

wood. loots lire a wood. but sints. Further. absolute weioht is.

Cif course. Inadequate: "heavy" laroe DlUCPS of wood float. and so

do t.i.,ttteshios.

Recall that the children's errors in this experiment were not

linked to absolute weiaht. The most freauent errors were made on

the absolutely heaviest wooden object (the large wood ball) and

the absolutely liahtest plastic object (the small foam ball) . If

errors were linked to absolute weiaht they would have to be

clustered on one end. or perhaps the center of. the weiaht

spectrum. If performance was linked to relative weiaht -- the

weiaht of an object relative to its substance this would seem

to indicate the core of a concept of density. as density is

soecified in terms of the weiaht of a particular volume of a

substance relative to the weiaht of water in the same volume.

Therefore. in a second experiment. we as[Bd whether children

were likely to Judae floatability by substance. absolute

weight, or by relative weiaht (weiaht for substance.perhaps).

while controllino for volume. Only relative weiaht would be

consistent with true knowledae of density : judgments by

substance alone would lead to problems with ebony wood. judgments
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by absolute weioht would lead to predictions that pennies should

loat. But judgments by relative weioht would indicate that

subjects knew that they must take into account both substance and

weioht for a oiven volume.

In this e)speriment. sublects were asted to predict the

floatability of a set of wooden objects and one of metalliC

oblects o]ven the behavior of a wood or a metal standard. In each

of the two object sets. size aod object type were constant while

weioht relative to a standard varied. Two sets of objects were

constructed. See Figure 3.

In the wooden set. a 2" X 2" X 1 1/8" pine block of 44

'prams served as the standard. The test series was then seven

wooden blocks of the same size as the standard varvino in weiaht

from 27 to 69 arams. One block was identical to the standard.

Two of the blocks varied both substance and weioht. with one bloc

made of balsa (27 'prams) and one of oat (69 arams). Two blocks

varied substance (balsa. oak) while keeoina weioht constant, by

hollowing or weighting the blocks. And the last two blocs kept

substance constant (pine), while varvina weioht -- one block was

hollowed (35 a.). and one filled with lead weiahts (57 a.).

In the metal set a 2" X 2" X /4" aluminum block of 2O arams

was the standard. The test series was seven metallic blocks of the

same size varvino in weiaht from 121 to 328 'prams. Aoain. one
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block was identical to the standard. while 2 varied both weight

and substance (ole:tiolass. 121 Grams: steel. 329 grams). Two

blocks varied substances. but not weight. and two varied weights

but not substance. by weiohtino or hollowing aluminum (245 and 162

grams. respectivelv). All obiects in the wooden set were capable

of floating. while those in the metallic set would all sir-4. i+

placed in watur.

Ten Columbia University students were thr adult subjects in

the second study. Five 6 year-olds (mean aoe 6:3 ). and five

4 year-olds (mean aoe 4:8 ). participated as subjects in

their homes. Four year-olds were given a pre-test to verify that

they could use the words "sink" and "float" correctly.

Each subject was oiven the standard. and asked to olace it in

a basin of water. The standard was then taken out of the water

and left in front of the subject. and the basin of water was

removed. The subiect then saw the 7 objects in the test series.

(6 novel and 1 standard). and was asked to oredict for each if it

would sink or float. No feedback was oiven after the predictions.

Each subject made predictions for each object twice. for each of

the two object sets. for a total of 28 Predictions.

Number of correct predictions showed that adults performed

better than the children. with mean error scores of 0.6 errors

for adults. 4.4 errors for 6 vear-olds. and 5.2 errors for 4
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year-olds. out of 28 trials. (F = 8.87. D .01. d.f. = 2. The

4 and 6 veer olds did not differ reliably from each other. The

subjects hi oh level of Performance could in principle. be due to

simole heuristics. such as all wood floats" and "all meta] sinks"

since. in fact. these statements were true of our test objects.

Ho,4ever. error onalvses suoaest both the children's and adult s

1nowledou went beyond these simnle rules.

Both adults and children made the most errors on the same few

objects. As seen in Fioure 4. it was the heaviest wooden objects

and the liohtest metallic objects that oave all subiects the most

difficulty. This result is particularly interestino because the

two weioht distributions do not overlap. Therefore, subjects are

not making a Judoment based on absolute weloht. or on a simple

substance-based rule..

Seven of the ten adult subjects showed perfect performance.

This indicates that adults acceot a ranoe of densities within

which objects will float or sink. That is. not evervthino that

floats must be as light as a feather. Althouoh they made more

overall errors. the children showed ouite similar responses to the

adults. In particular. cases which near the boundary between

floatabilitv and sinkabilitv seem to create problems for adults

and children. For example, when an object made of wood is

excessively heavy for its volume (compared to the standard). more

errors occur that is. the subject judoes the object to sink
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even thouoh it really floats. Similarly, when a metal object is

excessively lioht for its volume. the subject judges the object to

float even thouoh it really sinl.s.

Many children spontaneously offered rules of the sort. "all

metal thlnos sinl". but they only obeyed the7,....e rules with the most

"nrototvoic" objects : the liahLest, wooden objects. and the

heaviest metallic objects were always Judoed correctly, while the

heavy wooden and lioht metallic objects elicited the most errors.

This relativizina of weight can be seen in an analysis of

errors across object type -- most errors occured on "abnormal"

objects : those which weigh much more than the wood standard for

the same volume (very heavy wood), or muzh less than the metal

standard for the same volume (very lioht metal). Performance is

perfect for all age aroups on "super-normal" objects : very light

wooden objects. or heavy, metal ones. (F = 3:.5, p < .01, d.f.=

2,18. no errors on "super-normal" objects. few errors on "normal

ones. many errors on "abnormal" objects).

In sum. children did not perform randomly in judaments of

whether obiects made of different materials sink or float. In the

first experiment. they indicated a sensitivity to substance. with

high accuracy in their judgments for objects made of metal, and

errors not tied to size or absolute weight. However. a larae
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number of errors occured on especially heavy wooden °bleats.

suoaestino a possible relat]vizina of weioht for substance

underlvino these rudiments.

In the second experiment. all sublects showed that neither

absolute weioht nor "absolute substance" was the basis for

floGO:abilitv ludamc,nts. Riither. they seempd to be tat lna intr.

account an obleat's weioht within a normal ranae for ablects made

of that substance. The errors on this task suooest that subjects

should be suite accurate in rather counter-intuitive, odd.

real-world cases: they should correctly judae that ebony wood

sinks. even though it's a wood. and that tin foil floats. even

though it's metal. This seems to be evidence for at least the

rudiments of an independent concept of density that does not

depend on simple heuristics. such as. "all wood floats". or orior,

oerhaos simpler concepts. such as weioht.
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Experiment 1 : Stimulus Set

Floating Materials
(Wood, Plastic)

Sinking Materials
(Metal; Clay)

Small,
Relatively Plastic Spoon (1 gram) Metal Spoon (3 grams)
Light Objects
(1" in diam.,
x < 4" long Foam Ball (1 gram) Metal Ball (15 grams)
16g>x>0.9 g)

Large,
Relatively Wooden Spoon (13 grams) China Spoon (39 grams)
Heavy Objects
(3-4" in diam.
x > 5" long
215g>x>12g) Wooden Ball (66 grams) Clay Ball (214 grams)

Figure 1



Remake : Experiment 'I

3's 5's 1st 2nd

;.ge

Spoon Ball Small Large

Trials Object

Figure 2

Size

Light Heavy

Absolute
Weight

Clay Wood

Metal Plastic

Substance



Experiment 2 : Stimulus Set

Substances differ
Weights differ

standard

Wooden
(all

Objects
float)

standard

Metallic
(all

plexiglass

Objects
sink)

44
grm

27 69

AI,

203 121 329

pine
balsa oak

aluminum
steel

Substances differ
Weights equal

Substances equal
(apparently)

Weights differ

14

47 46

weighted hollowed
balsa oak

35

hollowed weighted
pine pine

196

weighted
plexiglass

1621

hollowed
aluminum

203

hollowed
steel

..1==.1.1.

245

weighted
aluminum
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Results : Experiment 2

27 35 44 46 47

Supernormal Normal

Figure 4

57 69

Abnormal

121 162 197 203 203 245 328

Abnormal Normal Supernormal

Weight (in grams)
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